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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS: This model is NOT a toy! First time builders and children under twelve should seek 

assistance from people with model building experience to ensure that the airplane is assembled correctly. 

Serious injury may result from the misuse of this product. You are responsible for this model’s assembly and 

safe operation. Always stay safe during your operation. 
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Thank you for choosing this WM Aerobatics airplane kit. Please read through the instructions 

thoroughly before assembling this model. With our products constantly being improved, the images 

in this instruction manual may differ from the the model that you are assembling. 

 

Parts list 

Your package should include the following: fuselage, left and right main wings, left and right ailerons, 

left and right wing tabs, horizontal stabilizer, elevator, rudder, carbon fiber wing tube, 1pcs wood 

template to use when attaching the wing tabs, landing gear parts and linkages (as shown in picture 

1). If any parts are missing, please contact your retailer. 
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Part 1: Installation of the horizontal stabilizer and elevator 

Notice: This airplane kit can be assembled entirely using thin CA glue. 

1. Remove the vertical stabilizer piece that blocks the horizontal stabilizer slot and slide the 

horizontal tail stabilizer into the slot (Figure 2).  Insert the carbon fibre wing tube into the fuselage 

wing tube sleeve. Align the horizontal stabilizer so that each side pokes out an equal distance from 

the fuselage, each side is an equal distance from the carbon fibre wingtube and the horizontal 

stabiliser is parallel with the carbon fibre wing tube. Glue the horizontal stabilizer to the fuselage 

using thin CA glue (Figure 3). 

2. Slide the elevator into the fuselage slot and ensure that its hinges go into the slots in the 

horizontal stabilizer. Adjust the left and right sides of the elevator to ensure correct deflection and 

spacing and attach it using thin CA glue on the hinges (Figure 4). 

3. Glue the piece that you removed from the vertical stabilizer back in place using thin CA glue 

(Figure 5). 
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Part 2: Installation of the rudder 

1. Glue the tail wheel wire into the rudder slot glue using thin CA glue (Figure 6). 

2. Attach the rudder to the tail and ensure that its hinges go into the slots in the vertical stabilizer. 3. 

Adjust the rudder to ensure correct deflection and spacing and attach it using thin CA glue on the 

hinges (Figure 7). 
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Part 3: Installation of the landing gear 

1. Locate the landing gear parts (Figure 8) and attach the wheels using the collars (Figure 9). 

2. Insert the landing gear wire into the fuselage and insert the wood piece on top (Figure 10). 

3. Press the wood piece down firmly and glue it in place using thin CA (Figure 11). 
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Part 4: Installation of the elevator and rudder push rods  

1. Locate the parts for the elevator pushrod (Figure 12). Use the 2nd longest pushrod. 

The carbon fiber servo arm is optional and is sold separately. 

2. Glue the elevator pushrod into the ball link piece using thin CA glue (Figure 13). 

3. Insert the elevator control horn and glue it in place using thin CA glue (Figure 14). 

4. Install the elevator servo using the mounting screws provided with the servo (Figure 15). 

5. Attach the elevator pushrod, with the ball link on the control horn (Figure 16) and the ez connector 

on the servo arm (Figure 18). 

6. Construct and install the rudder pushrod assembly in the same way as done for the elevator in 

steps 1-5. Use the longest pushrod. 

7. Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the completed elevator and rudder pushrod assemblies. 
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Part 5: Installation of the main wing and ailerons 

1. Locate the parts for both wings (Figure 21). There is only one wood template. 

2.Use the wood template to align the wing tab on the wing root. Glue the wing tab onto the wing 

using thin CA glue (Figure 22) and remove the wood template (Figure 23). 

3.Slide the aileron hinges into the slots in the wing. Deflect the aileron up and down to check for 

correct deflection, hinge gap and clearance from the wing tab. Glue the aileron to the wing by using 

thin CA glue on the hinges (Figure 24). 

5. Install the aileron pushrod assembly in the same way as done previously for the elevator and 

rudder (Figure 25). Remember: ball link on the control horn and ez connector on the servo arm. 
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Part 6: Installation of the electrical equipment 

1. Attach the motor to the motor firewall using the marks on the firewall as a guide (Figure 26). 

2. Attach your propeller, and spinner if using one (Figure 27). (Propeller and spinner sold separately. 

The suggested spinner diameter is 51mm). 

3. Connect your ESC. Use velcro to secure it in position (Figure 28). 

4. Use velcro to hold your battery in place.  Poke your ESC battery leads up through the holes in 

the battery tray (Fig. 29). 

5. Connect the servo and ESC cables to the receiver and secure it in place (Figure 30). 
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6. Slide the carbon fibre wing tube into the fuselage wing tube sleeve. 

7. Slide both wings onto the carbon fibre wing tube, ensuring that the wing anti-rotation pins and 

wing hooks go through the slots in the fuselage. 

8. Secure the wings to the fuselage using several rubber bands (Figure 31). 

9. The battery placement is shown in Figure 32. 
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At this point, the aircraft installation is complete. 
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Part 7: Specifications, Setup and Caution 

 

Specifications: 

Wingspan：1200MM      Length：1210MM      Wing area：32.5dm2         Weight：1035g

（excluding battery） 

 

Setup for reference：：：： 

Motor: 3542, 3548, 2820, 2826; 850-950KV 450-500W Brushless outrunner 

ESC: 40A-60A 

Battery：3S-4S 11.1V 2200-2600MAH 

Prop：  13*6E；13*6.5E  

Servo：1.5-2KG/CM；0.1-0.15sec；metal gear （4pcs） 

 

Setting：：：： 

Ailerons：35-40 degrees      Elevator：40-50 degrees      Rudder：40-45 degrees 

C. G. : 105-115MM from L.E. at root. 

 

 

Caution: 

1. NEVER fly in extremely bad weather, such as strong wind, poor visibility, rain etc. 

2. NEVER fly near people, buildings or high voltage cables. 

3. MAKE SURE the radio and servos work well and that the battery is fully charged before flying. 

4. Inexperienced pilots should fly under the guidance of an experienced pilot. 

5. NEVER fly the airplane behind yourself. Never expose others to real danger. 

6. KEEP IN MIND that you are fully responsible for the safety of your flying.  

 

Enjoy your safe flying! 
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